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For generations, Hercules johni-rings® 
and johni-bolts® have set the standard 
for highest quality and best performing 
toilet-setting products. Johni-rings are 
cast at the factory, unmolded and 
immediately packaged in an exclusive 
fully-enclosed sealed "stick-free"  
package. Cleanly handled, easily 
installed, even on hot, humid days. 
 

Wax Gaskets
 
johni-ring® – standard size
100% pure high-grade petroleum wax for installing closet bowls. Soft 
and flexible to conform to rough and uneven surfaces. Comes in 
all-weather non-stick package. Non-stainless, waterproof, impervious to 
vermin, odors, gases, and acid. Makes positive, permanent, sanitary 
closet bowl seal. Won't dry or deteriorate. Also available in combination 
packs with solid brass double nut closet bolts. Meets Fed. Spec. 
TT-P-1536A. MSDS #68.

Prod. No.  Size     Pack Note Bar Code

90210 for 3" or 4" lines 48 - 032628902107
90220 for 3" or 4" lines 24 with plastic horn 032628902206
90230 for 4" lines   24 with plastic horn 032628902305

johni-ring® – jumbo 
100% pure high-grade petroleum wax for installing closet bowls. A full 
1/2" thicker than standard rings (40% more wax). Eliminates need to 
use (and is more reliable than) two standard bowl rings when there is a 
wide gap between flange and floor. Soft and flexible to conform to 
rough and uneven surfaces. Comes in all-weather non-stick package. 
Non-stainless, waterproof, impervious to vermin, odors, gases, and acid. 
Makes positive, permanent, sanitary closet bowl seal. Won't dry or 
deteriorate. Also available in combination packs with solid brass double 
nut closet bolts. Meets Fed. Spec. TT-P-1536A. MSDS #68. 

 
Prod. No.  Size     Pack Note Bar Code

90243 for 3" or 4" waste lines 24 - 032628902435
90241 for 3" or 4" waste lines 24 with plastic horn  032628902411 

Wax Gaskets – Specialties 
 
johni-ring® for urinals
Constructed of high quality petroleum wax with a sturdy felt core that 
provides a resilient no-leak seal every time. Fits most wall hung urinals. 
Provides true alignment and is gas and water-tight. Won't dry or 
deteriorate. Meets Fed. Spec. TT-P-1536A. MSDS #68.
 
Prod. No.  Size     Pack Note Bar Code

90260 for 2" waste lines 24 - 032628902602

johni-ring® for back outlet toilets
Constructed of high quality petroleum wax with a sturdy felt core that 
provides a resilient no-leak seal every time. Fits most 4" wall hung and 
floor mounted toilets. Provides a permanent sanitary seal that is gas 
and water tight. Won't dry or deteriorate. Meets Fed. Spec. TT-P-1536A. 
MSDS #68. 
 
Prod. No.  Size     Pack Note Bar Code

90270 for 4" waste lines  24 - 032628902701

Marketing
Category #17

 
johni-ring® / johni quick bolts® combination pack
Same high quality johni ring with pre-packed 1/4" johni quick bolts for fast 
and secure installation, no "fall-through," no wobble.  Rings comes in 
all-weather non-stick package.  Non-stainless, waterproof, impervious to 
vermin, odors, gases, acids.  Makes positive, permanent, sanitary closet 
bowl seal.  Won't dry or deteriorate.  Meets Fed. Spec. TT-P-1536A. MSDS 
#68.

 Prod. No.  Size                    Pack Note Bar Code

96401 for 3" or 4" waste lines 48 regular flat ring 032628964013
96402 for 3" or 4" waste lines 24 with plastic horn 032628964020
96403 for 4" waste lines 24 with plastic horn 032628964037

 
johni-ring® closet bolts combination pack 
Same high quality johni ring with a pre-packed combination of 1/4" x 
2¼" solid brass toilet bolts for "double nut" installation. Comes in 
all-weather non-stick package. Non-stainless, waterproof, impervious to 
vermin, odors, gases, and acids. Makes positive, permanent, sanitary 
closet bowl seal. Won't dry or deteriorate. Meets Fed. Spec. TT-P-1536A. 
MSDS #68. 

 Prod. No.  Size     Pack Note Bar Code

90214 for 3" or 4" waste lines 48 regular flat ring 032628902145
90224 for 4" waste lines 24 with plastic horn 032628902244
90234 for 3" or 4" waste lines 24 with plastic horn 032628902343
90203* for 3" or 4" waste lines 24 * 032628902039
  * jumbo with plastic horn and XL 3 1/2" bolts


